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2021 UCI URBAN CYCLING WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIPS PRESENTED BY FISE
BMX Freestyle Park and Flatland Finals are Live on
Monday and Tuesday!
It was all action in the BMX Freestyle Park Qualifications and Semi-Finals
this weekend. In the women's qualifier Hannah Roberts brought her
signature big tricks and can feel confident going into the finals as the top place
qualifier. Her American team mate Perris Benegas was close behind in
second place, her style and height cruising the park was incredible. Chelsea
Wolfe finished off the top 3, with a super impressive display of bike control and
tricks, she will definitely be one to watch in the final.
In the Men's Semi-Finals the level was incredible and in the end a score of
over 83 points was required to get one of the 12 spots in Monday’s
final. Daniel Sandoval was first with a perfect first run that earned him an
huge score of 94.06. It was perhaps the clean execution and variety of his run
that impressed the judges as he produced tricks no one else was trying. In
second place was yesterday's top qualifier Nick Bruce who had another big
performance that was clean and consistent. Stand out tricks included a
massive 540 flair in a run that earned him a score of 92.64. 3rd place was
Logan Martin with yet another flawless performance full of big tricks that
scored 91.94.
In the Men's BMX Flatland Qualification the line up was stellar with some
incredible riders taking part. Matthias Dandois came out on top with a
mesmerising run that featured some new combos. His style and the way he
combined his tricks earned him a score of 84.50. In second place American
rider Terry Adams who created some difficult technical combos to score
82.67. In 3rd place UK rider Lee Musselwhite who won last year's Master of
Creativity. His run was full of original tricks and signature combos.
5 riders took part in the Women's Flatland Qualification and it was once
again Irina Sadovnik who came first, with tricks as technical as ever,
she scored 77.33 points. In second place French rider Céline Vaes and in 3rd

Julia Preuss who was just behind her in the points. The finals look promising
and we look forward to seeing them LIVE on Tuesday.

MORE INFO HERE

PHOTOPACKS HERE

Internationally you can watch the finals live on the UCI BMX Freestyle
Facebook & UCI YouTube.

HOW TO WATCH LIVE

MONDAY

TUESDAY

INFORMATION ABOUT THE EVENT

To support you with your projects regarding the 2021 UCI Urban Cycling World
Championships presented by FISE content devoted to media will be available
in the Newsroom. For further requests, feel free to reach us at:
marie.r@hurcn.com / +33648349706.
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